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FROM the GUEST EDITOR

The Future of Sample Preparation Techniques
Jared L. Anderson

S

ample preparation is an important, but often overlooked, component within chemical analysis. The field of
sample preparation is constantly evolving and undergoing revolutionary change as methods demand faster speed
while requiring lower sample volumes, less user intervention, smaller sizes, and less organic solvent consumption.
It is often desired to develop methods that can be fully automated and easily interfaced with chromatographic separations. In this supplemental issue, we are fortunate to have seven contributions from a diverse range of research groups
working at the forefront of sample preparation. Each of these contributions discusses advances in sample preparation
that are addressing important challenges or making chemical analysis more green and environmentally friendly.
Juan Luis Benedé and co-workers from the University of Valencia in Spain describe advances in microextraction
methods in the field of green analytical chemistry, where new methods are reducing the sample amount as well as the
use of chemicals and organic solvents, while concurrently minimizing waste and energy consumption. They highlight
advances in both sorbent- and solvent-based approaches.
Cecilia Cagliero from the University of Torino in Italy describes the versatility of ionic liquids in genomic and
metabolomic studies related to quality control and the quantification of endogenous and exogenous compounds.
She highlights a series of important considerations when coupling ionic liquids and polymeric ionic liquids with
chromatographic separations.
Maria Eugênia Queiroz from the University of São Paulo in Brazil discusses approaches to minimize ion suppression using sample preparation when performing bioanalysis using LC–MS. She describes new innovations in protein
precipitation, liquid–liquid extraction, and solid-phase extraction to reduce matrix effects.
Josias Merib from the Federal University of Ciências da Saúde de Porto in Brazil describes recent developments and
trends in the automation of microextraction approaches prior to chromatographic separations. He describes the use of
membrane-based approaches (electromembrane and polypropylene membranes as examples), as well as the development
of open-source robotic autosamplers and the use of magneto-active solvents.
Giorgia Purcaro and co-workers from the University of Liège in Belgium discuss the advantages of employing multiple-cumulative trapping headspace extraction, coupled with tools such as solid-phase microextraction, to enhance
the sensitivity of volatile fractions. She describes advantages of the approach in the context of how it is used to answer
complex questions in food analysis.
Soledad Cárdenas from the University of Córdoba in Spain discusses the importance of simplicity and sustainability
in the development of new sample preparation procedures that are incorporated into methods requiring chromatographic steps. She highlights strategies in sample preparation that can be followed to design more simplified workf lows
while including novel extractant materials produced using sustainable synthesis procedures.
Silvia Rocha from the University of Aveiro in Portugal describes challenges and recent advances in the field of microbial metabolomics using sample preparation methods coupled to two-dimensional gas chromatography. She discusses
remaining opportunities in data processing and interpretation as well as the need for in situ analysis and how highly
selective and sensitive sample preparation methods offer great potential.
I believe that this issue provides great insight into where we are in the field of sample preparation, and, perhaps
more importantly, where we are headed. I hope that you draw inspiration for your future efforts. Happy reading!

Jared L. Anderson
Alice Hudson Professor of Chemistry
Faculty Scientist
Iowa State University/Ames Laboratory
Ames, Iowa
andersoj@iastate.edu
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Exploiting the Tunability and Versatility of Ionic
Liquids as Extraction Phases for Targeted and
Omics Studies in the Plant and Food Fields
Cecilia Cagliero

Natural product and food analyses must cover a wide range of topics, from genomics and metabolomics studies
to quality control and quantification of endogenous and exogenous compounds, often for safety purposes.
In both cases, the choice of sample preparation procedure plays a fundamental role. For this range of analyses,
ionic liquids (ILs) are a very versatile tool: By combining moieties with different functional group, ILs can be tuned
to obtain extraction media with different properties and selectivity.

F

ood and natural product
analyses must cover a wide
range of topics, ranging
from genomic sand metabolomics
studies to quality and safety controls. In all cases, sample preparation plays a fundamental role (1).
Indeed, omics studies require that
as many metabolites as possible
be extracted (2), while still taking
into consideration that a universal
extraction phase or technique is
not realistic in everyday practice
because of the complexity of the
natural systems and the chemical
diversity of compounds. On the
other hand, quality control analyses require the determination of
a single or multiple metabolites,
often present at trace levels in
the samples, and the extraction
method must therefore recover
target compounds at very low limits, often in agreement with regulations, meaning that a high enrichment rate is necessary. In both
cases, the choice of sample preparation strategy must also take into
account compatibility with the
downstream analytical system,
which is commonly gas chromatography (GC) for the analysis of
the most volatile analytes, or high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) for nonvolatiles.

Ionic liquids (ILs) are a very interesting class of molten salts whose
physicochemical properties have
inspired the rapid development of
new applications in analytical chemistry and in the sample preparation
field (3). One of the main features of
ILs, compared to traditional organic
solvents, is their ability to incorporate, within their chemical structure, different functional groups
that can influence their physicochemical and solvation properties,
enabling them to interact selectively
with specific analytes or classes of
analytes. In addition, because they
have negligible vapor pressure at
room temperature, they prevent
solvent loss to the atmosphere,
thus decreasing the environmental
footprint. Their ability to dissolve
cellulose and other cell-wall components, such as hemicellulose and
lignin, is a further important feature
of ILs, in particular when dealing
with samples of vegetable origin.
Indeed, plant cells are protected
by thick and robust lignocellulosic
walls that must be disrupted if an
efficient extraction of intracellular metabolites is to be achieved.
Many studies have demonstrated
that ILs can favor the decrystallization of the cellulose portion of the
cell walls and the simultaneous dis-

ruption of the lignin and hemicellulose network (4). This ability can be
exploited, for instance, in the pretreatment of plant material submitted to extraction or distillation (5).
The aforementioned properties
have allowed ILs to find many applications as solvents and sorbents in
extractions of bioactive compounds
from food and natural products (1).
When used as solvents, ILs can be
adopted either in simple liquid–
liquid or solid–liquid extractions
(LLE/SLE) or in microwave-assisted
(MA) and ultrasound-assisted (UA)
extractions. In addition, their varying solvation properties allow them
to be applied in different (micro)
extraction modes, exploiting also
the ability to tune their solubility
in water. ILs can also incorporate
a paramagnetic element into their
chemical structure, either in the
cation or in the anion, giving rise to
magnetic ionic liquids (MILs), a subclass of ILs whose application in sample preparation has rapidly grown.
These compounds have great potential in the extraction of endogenous
and exogenous metabolites from
natural matrices because they combine all the standard features of ILs
with paramagnetic characteristics,
allowing them to be easily separated
using an external magnetic field,
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(a) MA-SLE method

2.25 mL aqueous
solution C16C4Im-Br
(0.1 mM)

Centrifugation
5 min
2504 x g

100 mg
Vitis vinifera leaves

Focused MW at 70 ˚C
and 50 W for 30 min,
under magnetic stirring

(b) UA-SLE method

Filtration with
PVDF filters

10 mL MeOH/H2O
(70:30)

1 mL
MeOH
Centrifugation
10 min
2504 x g

100 mg
Vitis vinifera leaves

HPLC-PDA
analysis

US bath for 15 min

Partial evaporation
of hydroalcoholic
phase

Cleaning step with
hexane (5 mL)

Hydroalcoholic phase
(1 mL)

HPLC-PDA
analysis

Filtration with
PVDF filters

Source: Reprinted from ref. (8).

FIGURE 1: Scheme of two extraction procedures of grape leaves: (a) IL-based MA-SLE and
(b) conventional UA-SLE. Reprinted from ref. (8).
(a) PIL-based SPME method
O
OH
OH
O

Quenching reaction
with ninyhdrin
(10 min)

Sampling by insolution SPME with
PIL fiber (30 min)

GC-MS analysis

(b) IL-based in-situ DLLME-HS-GC-MS method

Addition of water
soluble IL (vortex 30s)
Addition of LiNTf2
(vortex 30s)

Centrifugation
(5 min)

Water layer
removal

Transfer of IL
layer to HS vial

HS-GC-MS
analysis

FIGURE 2: Scheme of IL-based sample preparation methods for the determination of acrylamide
in coffee samples: (a) PIL-based SPME and (b) in-situ DLLME-HS-GC-MS.

avoiding tedious centrifugation and
filtration steps. Finally, ILs can also
be incorporated into solid-phase
platforms, either alone, as polymeric
ionic liquids (PILs), or in combination
with other sorbents (such as natural
sorbents, molecular imprinted polymers, and carbon-based materials)
to form composites that exploit the
unique features of ILs (6).
The use of ILs as extraction phases
has been integrated into different
types of omics studies, from genomics (with the extraction of nucleic acids)
(7) to metabolomics (1). In metabolomics studies, ILs can be exploited in
the simultaneous determination of
volatile and nonvolatile components
or of hydrophilic and hydrophobic
nonvolatile compounds (8).

In the context of metabolomics
studies, ILs can be useful not only
to increase the array of extracted
metabolites but also to improve sustainability. In this regard, ILs have
been exploited as surfactants for
the extraction of bioactive phenolic
compounds from grape (Vitis vinifera
L.) leaves (9). The study developed
a green alternative to the conventional ultrasound-assisted extraction
method reported in literature that,
although effective in the extraction
of the target analytes, requires multiple steps and the consumption of a
high amount toxic organic solvents.
Different IL-based surfactants were
evaluated, and the method was optimized, resulting in the use of small
amounts of sample and extraction

phase, low concentrations of the
selected 1-hexadecyl-3-butyl imidazolium bromide IL, and only 30 min
of extraction time. Figure 1 reports
the comparison of the conventional
and IL-based extraction method,
showing that the proposed protocol
is highly sustainable, as it does not
require organic solvents or a cleanup step, apart from filtration before
injection into the analytical HPLC
system. In addition, it provides optimal quantification performance and
better extraction efficiency than the
conventional method. The proposed
extraction protocol was applied for
the determination of the polyphenolic pattern of different varieties
of grape leaves from the Canary
Islands, using HPLC and photodiode
array detection for quantification.
On the other hand, the chemical structure of ILs can be tuned
for selective recovery of metabolites belonging to specific chemical classes. In the food and natural
products field, this feature can be
exploited for determining markers
of quality or health concerns.
As an example, the selectivity of
ILs was successfully exploited for
the extraction and determination
of acrylamide from coffee (10–12).
Acrylamide is an unsaturated amide
formed when carbohydrate-rich
foods are subjected to high temperatures during cooking or thermal
processing. Several studies have
revealed that acrylamide has serious toxicological properties, and
therefore it has been classified as
a possible carcinogen for humans.
Regulatory agencies have set benchmark levels that food business operators must use as reference for their
products. Acrylamide analysis is a
considerable challenge because of
both its chemical characteristics and
trace concentration. Established ISO
methods adopt HPLC with tandem
mass spectrometry (HPLC–MS/MS)
or GC–MS after derivatization, and,
in both cases, sample preparation
includes a large number of steps
(protein precipitation and consecutive steps of SPE) and requires a
high number of chemicals and sin-
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gle-use consumables, thus resulting in a methodology that is timeconsuming and unsustainable,
and which cannot easily be automated. As an alternative, direct
immersion solid-phase microextraction (SPME) combined with GC–MS
using fibers coated with PIL sorbents
can be used to recover acrylamide
with a very high selectivity (10).
The method is effective, provided
that a very simple quenching reaction using ninhydrin is carried out
to degrade free asparagine before
the extraction step and to inhibit
the formation of additional acrylamide at the high temperatures of
the GC inlet. In addition, tailoring of
the monomer and crosslinker structures of the PIL has made it possible to design derivatives with better selectivity for acrylamide and to
achieve a limit of quantitation (LOQ)
for acrylamide in the ppt range (11).
The matrix compatibility of the PIL
sorbent coatings was proved by
analyzing several coffee powders
and brew samples, achieving LOQ
values comparable to those of the
ISO method. The PIL-based SPME
method is more sustainable than
the official method, can be fully
automated, and involves the use
of conventional instrumentations.
The proposed protocol is also quicker
than the original one, although it still
requires 30 min of sampling and
fiber reconditioning to avoid carryover effects. Further improvements
in this respect have been obtained
with the development of an in situ
dispersive liquid–liquid microextraction (DLLME) method coupled to
headspace (HS) GC–MS (12). In this
case, fine droplets of hydrophobic
ILs, obtained by submitting halidebased ILs to metathesis reaction
with lithium bis[(trifluoromethyl)
sulfonyl]imide, have been used to
extract acrylamide from coffee
brews in a few seconds. After centrifugation, the acrylamide-enriched IL
droplet can be recovered and analyzed by HS–GC-MS. The proposed
method showed good analytical
precision and matrix compatibility for coffee brews, and provided

detection limits down to the low
ppb level, showing a further reduction of pretreatment and extraction
times and the elimination of the possible carryover effect compared to
the SPME method. Figure 2 reports
the schemes of the IL-based sample
preparation methods for the determining acrylamide in coffee samples.
Outlook
Despite the clear advantages of ILbased extractions, these molecules
also have some limitations. Although
they were originally considered to
be green chemicals, some concerns
regarding IL toxicity and potential
environmental impact have started
to arise in recent years because most
of them are obtained from fossil
sources and show poor degradability. In this respect, current trends are
focused on designing more degradable and less toxic ILs by using, for
instance, ILs with fluorine-free anions
and with more biodegradable cations
(such as pyridinium or guanidinium)
or with shorter IL side chains in any of
the moieties. However, these derivatives still require a large amount of
non-renewable solvents for their synthesis. The use of anions and cations
that are fully or partly derived from
natural compounds would therefore be an ideal and sustainable
approach for the development of
a new generation of bio-renewable
ILs (bio-ILs) (13). Unfortunately, these
bio-ILs have seldom been applied
in sample preparation and future
advances are thus expected, as well
as their application in the food and
natural product fields. The full potential of ILs in sample preparation can
be therefore further explored—
the systematic study and the exploitation of the almost infinite number
of different combinations of cations
and anions opens up possibilities
for the development of ever new
unconventional and environmentally
friendly approaches, in particular in
the field of microextractions.
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Multiple-Cumulative Trapping: A Fascinating
Option to Enhance Headspace Profile
Steven Mascrez, Damien Eggermont, and Giorgia Purcaro

Multiple-cumulative trapping headspace extraction coupled with high concentration capacity tools, such as solid-phase
microextraction (SPME), has recently shown great potential in enhancing the overall sensitivity of the volatile profile
and the capability to provide a highly informative profile to facilitate answering complex questions. This contribution
presents the benefits of applying this technique in food analysis.

T

he idea of exploiting an
enrichment step through
multiple-cumulative trapping (MCT) was presented for the
first time by Lipinski in 2000 (1) to
enhance the sensitivity of pesticide
analysis in water extracted by directimmersion (DI) solid-phase microextraction (SPME). In 2012, Chin
and associates (2) used the same
idea to increase the odor detection limit in gas chromatography
(GC)–olfactometry. The headspace
(HS) of wine samples was extracted
using different SPME polymeric
coatings, and the compounds
(after desorption in the GC injector)
were cumulatively focused at the
head of the column using a cold
trap before releasing them for the
GC analysis. The focus was mainly
on the optimization of the latter
trapping step, and the potential of
the idea was not developed further.
Recently, the idea was reconsidered
and explored systematically using a
fully automated autosampler and
an enrichment platform (3,4).
The MCT technique can be easily automated and applied to perform multiple extractions from
single vials (SV–MCT) or multiple
vials (MV–MCT). These two modalities provide diverse and equally
beneficial perspectives in terms
of sensitivity. Moreover, the MCT
extraction technique can be used
to explore fundamental theoretical

aspects of headspace quantification applicability.
Insights into this technique are discussed here, illustrated by an application to the analysis of olive oil.
The theory behind the possibility of
performing quantification in headspace is briefly reviewed, and the
role that MCT extraction can play in
this regard is discussed, thus verifying the common assumption that
correlates the chromatographic area
response with the sample concentration of the compounds. Furthermore,
the enhancement of the overall sensitivity profile of a complex sample
will be discussed in the perspective
of targeted and untargeted analysis.
The Role of the Sample
Volume in Headspace Extraction
According to the theory, the
amount of each analyte extracted
in the headspace is proportional
to the initial concentration (C 0) in
the sample under both equilibrium
and non-equilibrium conditions.
Equation 1 pinpoints this correlation for a high-concentration-capacity tool, accounting for the contribution of the distribution coefficient
HS/sample and fiber/HS (Khs and Kfh,
respectively), as well as for the volume of the sample (Vs), the HS (Vh)
and the polymeric coating (Vf ) used:

n=

KhsKfhVfVsC0
KhsKfhVf + KhsVh+Vs

[1]

This proportionality can also be
expressed as:

C
A= 0
Khs+ ß

[2]

where A is the chromatographic
area, and ß is the phase ratio
(ß=Vh/Vs), when not considering the
additional effect of the fiber selectivity and the partition coefficient
between the headspace and the
fiber (Kfh) (5).
Such an equation applies when the
headspace is not saturated, meaning
that when subsequent extractions
are performed from the same vial,
an exponential decline of the area
response is recorded. However, the
non-saturation of the headspace is
fundamental when the goal is accurate quantification through calibration (5). Therefore, it should not be
neglected when the area intensity
of different samples (without calibration) is used as an indicator of
absolute concentration, as is done
when large studies of cross-sample
comparisons are performed (6).
In fact, the saturation of the headspace can hinder differences among
samples, weakening the potential of
volatile fingerprinting.
As mentioned previously, headspace linearity is achieved when
an exponential decline of the
extracted compounds is recorded
in subsequent extraction from the
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FIGURE 1: (a) Schematic of the increment observed applying multiple-cumulative trapping
(MCT) extraction when the headspace is saturated (orange line) or not saturated (blue line).
(b) Change in extraction efficiency between 1.5 g and 0.1g of virgin olive oil when extracting
for 10 min (blue dots) or 30 min (orange dots) as a function of Koa. (c) Change in extraction
efficiency as a function of log Koa when performing one extraction for 30 min or three
extractions of 10 min each, both using 1.5 g (orange dots) or 0.1 g (blue dots) of virgin olive oil.

(a)

(b)
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(d)

FIGURE 2: Hierarchical cluster analysis of commercial categories of olive oil, namely EVO
(green color bar), VO (gray color bar), and LO (brown color bar) obtained using different HS-SPME
conditions. (a) 1.5 g of sample extracted for 10 min at 43 °C; (b) 0.1 g of sample extracted for
10 min at 43 °C; (c) 0.1 g of sample extracted for 30 min at 43 °C, and (d) 0.1 g of sample extracted
three times for 10 min each at 43 °C using the MCT-HS-SPME approach (modified from [4]).

same vial, called multiple headspace extraction (MHE), according
to equation 3:
Ai= A1e -q(i-1)

[3]

where A is the chromatographic
area, i indicates the number of
extraction steps, and q is a constant.
To determine q, equation 3 is
transformed into a linear equation
by a logarithmic transformation (see
equation 4):
lnAi = -q(i-1) + lnA1

[4]

As an analogy, the application of
MCT can serve to easily assess the
linearity conditions (4). It generates a cumulative curve described
by a logarithmic equation, such as
equation 5:

A i = A1 × ln[q(i-1)]

[5]

which is transformed into a linear
curve to determine q by an exponential transformation according to
equation 6:
e Ai =q(i-1)+ e A1

[6]

The headspace linearity can
easily be verified using both
approaches, namely MHE or MCT,
with the latter providing an easier
evaluation, because instead of a
decrease of the amount recorded,
an increase is observed, improving
the detectability and quantification of the compounds of interest.
An increase of the area response
proportional to the number of MCT
extractions indicates saturation of
the headspace, while a logarithmic

increase reflect a non-saturation
condition. Figure 1a represents
a schematic of the area response
in function of MCT extractions.
It is noteworthy that the use of too
high a sample volume, such as the
volume generally reported in the
literature for virgin olive oil volatile
profiling (~1.5 g [7-8]) largely saturates the headspace, detrimentally
impairing the overall profile. It has
been recently shown that the headspace linearity is verified when
a much lower amount of sample
(0.1 g) is used compared to the
amount generally repor ted in
the literature (4). Moreover, the
increase of the sample volume
slightly increases the extraction
yield of the compounds with the
lower octanol-air partition value
(Koa), whereas no significant gain of
sensitivity is recorded for the lower
Koa. A higher increase in the extraction yield of low Koa compounds is
observed when longer extraction
times are used (30 min vs. 10 min).
Nevertheless, in both cases, the gain
in sensitivity is not higher than 2.5fold against a sample mass increase
for more than 10 times (Figure 1b) (4).
Therefore, the use of a sample
volume that causes saturation of
the headspace offers no significant benefit in sensitivity, and it
may be detrimental in analyzing
the overall profile of a food sample.
Undeniably, when complex food
samples are studied, the high complexity of the aroma profile, along
with the broad dynamic concentrations of the volatile components,
makes it almost impossible to meet
the requirement of no saturation for
all the compounds (4,6).
Exploit Multi-Cumulative Trapping
Extraction to Improve Sensitivity
Multi-cumulative trapping (MCT)
has been explored somewhat in the
past, as reported in the introduction. However, only recently it has
started to be investigated systematically. Two methods can be use.
One involves extracting multiple
times from the same vial (SV–MCT),
and the other requires extraction
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from multiple vials containing the
same sample (MV–MCT). The latter
will clearly multiply the response
of the extracted analytes for the
number of folds the extraction is
repeated, thus increasing sensitivity accordingly. Thus the MV–MCT
modality can be particularly beneficial when the goal is to maximize
sensitivity for trace compounds.
On the other hand, SV–MCT may
lead to one of two different outcomes: If the compounds are saturating the headspace, the result will
be a multiplication of the response,
just like for MV–MCT; if the headspace is not saturated, a logarithmic
increase of the signal will be observed
with the incremental extraction.
A combined situation may occur
where the increment is linear up
to a certain number of repeated
extraction of the headspace and
then logarithmic.
The number of repetitive extractions thus becomes an important
additional parameter to be optimized as a compromise between
sensitivity and throughput. In this
regard, it is interesting to “tune
the sensitivity” by using shorter
repeated extractions rather than a
single longer one. In fact, a shorter
extraction time reduces the competitive processes that may occur
when porous fibers (such as
DVB/CAR/PDMS) are used (9–11),
while the MCT extractions compensate for the loss of sensitivity.
Research on the targeted analysis
of virgin olive oil volatiles has shown
that shorter repeated extractions
significantly improve the extraction of compounds with a higher
Koa value compared to those with a
lower one, when compared to the
same overall extraction time (three
10 -min ex trac tions compared
to a single 30-min extraction)
(Figure 1c) (4).
Untargeted
Cross-Sample Comparison
When performing untargeted studies, the common assumption is that
the area intensity is a direct indicator of the absolute concentra-

tion in the sample. Nevertheless,
as mentioned previously, to apply
this assumption, the headspace linearity condition should be verified
(5,6), which is rarely done. In fact,
starting from biased data as in the
case of saturation of the HS may hinder the ability to detect significant
differences even when advanced
chemometric tools are used (such
as hierarchical cluster analysis or
random forest).
An example has been reported
for the capability of clustering olive
oil according to the commercial
quality: extra-virgin (EVO), virgin
(VO), or lampante oil (LO) (3,4). Saturated headspace and non-saturated
headspace, using different amounts
of sample, were compared.
As shown in Figure 1b, no significant increase of sensitivity was
shown using 1.5 g rather than
0.1 g of sample; on the contrary,
olive oil commercial quality clustering improved when the smaller
sample volume was used (Figure 2a
and 2b) (modified from 4).
Contextually, the exploitation of
SV-MCT-HS-SPME has shown to
positively reflect sample classification in a powerful cross-sample
comparison (4). A perfect discrimination among the three olive oil
categories was obtained with three
10-min runs of MCT-HS-SPME,
compared to both a single 10-min
extraction and a single 30-min
extraction (Figure 2c and 2d), suggesting a less significant role of the
most volatile compounds (generally
lower Koa) and an important role of
the compounds with higher Koa in
the discrimination capability.
Conclusions
MCT extraction is a powerful tool
that opens new perspec tives.
Further investigation is certainly
needed to fully reveal the many
benefits that can provide. MCTHS-SPME has shown capability to
better investigate the headspace
of foods and answer both targeted and untargeted questions.
It s application with dif ferent
headspace extraction tools and

polymeric coatings to different
food samples will be of high value
to fully understand the applicabilit y and potentialit y of both
MV-HS – MCT and SV-HS – MCT.
Finally, of high interest is also the
investigation of the application of
MCT approach to direct immersion a p plic ations, e s pecially
linked to contaminants analysis in
food samples.
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The Potential of Automated Strategies in
Microextraction Procedures Coupled to
Chromatographic Techniques
Josias de Oliveira Merib

Automation of microextraction approaches is often challenging to implement. However, significant improvements have
been obtained toward affordable and reliable systems to enhance sample throughput. The development of cost-effective
laboratory-made devices, in addition to more sophisticated electronic platforms, have allowed for straightforward
workflows. In this report, recent developments and trends in automated and semiautomated microextraction-based
approaches prior to chromatographic separations are briefly discussed, with a focus on solvent microextraction.

F

ormidable progress has been
achieved in the development of chromatographic
instrumentation related to sensitivity enhancement and separation
capacity in both liquid and gas
phase separations. Improvements
in separation columns, proposal
of more robust and efficient components, and the development of
selective and sensitive detection
systems, provide important tools
to deal with complex mixtures.
However, the development of accurate chromatographic methodologies generally depends on satisfactory sample pretreatment. In
most cases, extraction techniques
are used to overcome some issues
associated with matrix complexity,
low analyte concentration, and compatibility of the samples with analytical instrumentation. Particularly,
microextraction approaches have
gained significant attention because
these techniques exhibit environmentally-friendly aspects, satisfactory extraction efficiency and high
preconcentration capacity (1).
Liquid-phase microextraction
(LPME) consists of numerous techniques in which small volumes
of solvents are employed. These
techniques permit safer methodologies because they alleviate

some drawbacks associated with
traditional liquid-liquid extraction (2).
Moreover, increasing interest has been
directed in the development of automated microextraction procedures
coupled to liquid or gas chromatography to offer high sample throughput
with low human manipulation.
Most of automated or semiautomated solvent microextraction
approaches are based on online
flow analysis (generally microfluidic devices), robotic autosamplers, and 96-well plate platforms.
Some of these instruments are
commercially available, including
robotic autosamplers that exhibit
impressive performance coupled
to liquid or gas chromatography.
However, the high cost of these systems is a significant limitation for
some laboratories. Therefore, alternative and cost-effective approaches
for automating sample preparation techniques associated with
chromatographic separations consist of important developments in
analytical chemistry.
Strategies Involving
Membrane-Based Techniques
Since early this century, semi- and
fully-automated sample preparation methodologies using membrane-based techniques have

been successfully developed (3–5).
The complete integration of these
methodologies with autosamplers
can be challenging because of
the dimensions of the membranes
generally used. However, successful
attempts to automate hollow-fiber
liquid phase microextraction (HF–
LPME) and electromembrane extraction (EME) have been reported (6,7).
More recently, a semi-automated
approach based on 96-well plate
system using hollow-fiber renewable
liquid membrane extraction (HFRLM)
coupled to liquid chromatography
coupled with electrospray ionization
and quadrupole time of flight mass
spectrometry (LC–ESI-QToF-MS) has
been proposed for the determination
of cocaine and metabolites in urine
samples (8). This approach consists
of a series of polypropylene membranes (1 cm length) attached to the
pins of an extraction blade combined
with a 96-well plate platform. A mixture of hexane:dichloromethane:ethyl
acetate (1:1:1 v/v/v) is used to fill the
membrane pores and also added
to the samples to create the renewable liquid membrane. This affordable, high-throughput configuration
permits the possibility of performing
multiple extractions and desorptions
simultaneously, and the use of LC–
ESI-QToF-MS allows accurate and
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Source: Reproduced with permission from reference (12).

FIGURE 1: Pa-SDME platform using magneto-active solvents, reproduced with permission
from reference (12).

sensitive results. However, the experimental workflow is not completely
automated because the injection was
performed offline after the evaporation and resuspension steps.
Moreover, a fully automated workflow consisting of a peristaltic pump
integrated with a commercial autosampler has been proposed and coupled with ultra-high performance
liquid chromatography-tandem
mass spectrometry (UHPLC–MS/
MS) (9). This system permits sampling, extraction, and analysis of
glucocorticoids in water samples.
The technique, termed membrane
bag assisted liquid-phase microextraction, combines n-octanol and
sodium dodecyl sulfate to extract
the analytes using cylindrical polypropylene membrane bags. Benefits of this fully automated approach
include short extraction time,
reduced solvent consumption, and
satisfactory extraction efficiency.
On the other hand, some limitations
of the extraction device at 45 °C or
higher have been observed.
Development of Open-Source
Robotic Autosamplers
A remarkable alternative to enhance
sample throughput consists of
developing an open-source multipurpose platform based on a cartesian robot (10). This system can be
hyphenated online with liquid chromatography, mass spectrometry,
and other analytical techniques.
In this work, a cost-effective syringebased robot capable of performing

all steps involved in sample preparation was designed, constructed, and
validated. The instrument was successfully employed for the extraction of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons using microextraction in
packed sorbent (MEPS), headspace
dynamic single drop microextraction (SDME), and dynamic HF-LPME
coupled to LC–MS. This innovative
platform offers new trends in sample preparation techniques coupled
to chromatographic instruments,
because different geometries and
varied possibilities of hyphenation
can be examined. In addition, the
cost of this prototype is much lower
compared to commercial autosamplers. However, this system requires
some knowledge involving automation design and Arduino platform.
A similar system has also been examined for the determination of sulfonamides and fluoroquinolones in
water samples by direct-immersion
SDME coupled to LC–MS/MS (11).
Configurations Based on
96-Well Plate Platforms and
Magneto-Active Solvents
Recently, the integration of 96-well
plate systems with magneto-active
solvents such as magnetic ionic
liquids (MILs) has been proposed
to provide affordable methodologies (12,13). These alternative solvents permit numerous applications because they exhibit unique
features of conventional ionic liquids, in addition to responding to
magnetic fields that can signifi-

cantly facilitate phase separation.
Moreover, the possibility of performing direct analyses of these solvents using liquid chromatography
equipped with diode array and ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) detectors allow
for straightforward procedures.
A semi-automated configuration
termed parallel-single drop microextraction (Pa-SDME) has been recently
proposed for the determination of
environmental pollutants (12). In this
configuration, the magnetic solvents
are placed on the tips of a series
of neodymium magnetic pins and
exposed to the sample solution for
extraction of analytes. This experimental setup was integrated with
a 96-well plate system allowing the
analysis of multiple samples. Photos
of the device are shown in Figure 1.
This experimental workflow exhibited high-throughput, low-cost, and
additional drop stability compared
to conventional SDME approaches.
On the other hand, this system is not
fully automated because the injection in LC was performed offline.
It is worth mentioning that MIL
absorbance should be careful examined to avoid any overlap with chromatographic peaks of the analytes.
Conclusions
The development of cost-effective
and automated microextraction
strategies capable of being integrated with chromatographic techniques exhibits enormous applicability in the field of analytical chemistry.
Despite the achievements briefly
discussed in this article, important
contributions have also explored
3D-printing technologies to create
automated online microfluidic chipbased platforms mostly coupled to
liquid chromatography.
In the next years, it is expected
that studies devoted to miniaturized
lab-made devices, including robot
prototypes, will allow for online and
fully automated workflows. In addition, more comprehensive studies
involving the complete automation
of devices based on 96-well plates
coupled with magneto-active solvents
consist of trends that will be exploited.
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Although there have been numerous improvements in automated
systems, efforts are still required
to develop affordable alternatives
that can also be adopted for routine analysis in a large number of
laboratories. In addition, there is
still room for the development of
fully automated and low-cost systems able to be integrated with
gas chromatography.
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(6)

(7)
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Moving Toward Green and
Sustainable Sample Preparation
Juan L. Benedé, Alberto Chisvert, José Grau, Víctor Vállez-Gomis, Cristian Azorín,
Lorenza Schettino, Guillem Peris-Pastor, and Amparo Salvador

The sample preparation field is changing to adjust to the current trends in Green Analytical Chemistry (GAC) principles
and adapt to application requirements. Specifically, microextraction techniques have evolved since their appearance
three decades ago, moving towards the use of greener and sustainable materials and solvents. This article highlights
the main advances in this field, emphasizing their properties and improvements, and elucidates the reason for this trend.

S

ample preparation is one of
the hot topics within the field
of analytical chemistry because
it involves conditioning the sample
to the requirements for its analysis.
This stage becomes more relevant
when it is used to isolate the target
analytes from a complex matrix or
from interfering compounds, or to
preconcentrate them.
The desired sensitivity and selectivity achieved by a particular sample
preparation methodology is often
a primary reason for its selection.
However, beyond these analytical features, there are other practical factors
to consider when selecting or developing a method, especially those that
need to be aligned with the current
trends of Green Analytical Chemistry
(GAC) (1) and the recently proposed
White Analytical Chemistry (WAC)
(2) principles. Some of these essential
key highlights of the analytical strategy are the reduction of resources
(that is, sample amount, chemicals,
and organic solvents), waste, and
energy consumption, as well as the
speed, ease of handling, and costeffectiveness, among others (3).
Thus, the simplification and sustainability of a particular sample preparation method is one of the axes in
which the analytical scientific community has turned in recent decades to
reduce the impact of analytical methodologies on the environment.

Bearing these guidelines in mind,
microextraction techniques have
emerged as successful alternatives
to traditional extraction techniques,
such as solid-phase extraction (SPE)
and liquid–liquid extraction (LLE),
in which the required sample volume,
the solvent consumption, and the
cost are all reduced. More specifically,
the first miniaturization of SPE resulted
in solid-phase microextraction (SPME),
presented by Arthur and Pawliszyn in
1990, and since then, numerous techniques have been developed, both in
solid- and liquid-phase depending on
the nature of the extraction phase.
Despite their appearance about 30
years ago, microextraction approaches
have not diminished or have been
replaced. Instead, they have evolved,
moving towards the design, synthesis,
and application of greener and sustainable sorbents (in the case of sorbentbased microextraction techniques)
and solvents (in the case of solventbased microextraction techniques),
all of them with interesting and effective extraction properties. This trend
is one of the areas of greatest interest
today by researchers across the globe
and has paved the way for sample
preparation in the coming years.
Sorbent-Based
Microextraction Approaches
The use of nanomaterials as extraction phases in sorbent-based micro-

extraction approaches is making a
significant impact today. They have
attracted attention because of a number of reasons including their high
surface area compared to macroscale
materials, their thermal and chemical stability, and their easy surface
modification that allows the synthesis of tailor-made sorbents and thus
increased selectivity towards target
analytes. In this context, metal or
metal oxide nanoparticles, carbonaceous materials (carbon nanotubes,
graphene), metal-organic frameworks,
molecularly imprinted polymers, or
layered-double hydroxides, are some
examples of these commonly used
nanomaterials. More recently, magnetic nanomaterials occupy an important place in the microextraction applications mainly because of their easy
retrieval after extraction by means of
an external magnetic field, reducing
sample pretreatment time and simplifying the entire procedure (4). Likewise,
the possibility of reusing and recycling
these materials in different extraction
procedures provides them an additional green feature, which fulfill the
guidelines of GAC.
However, it should be noted that
even though the resulting material
can be considered ecological, most
of these sorbents are synthetic.
Therefore, their synthesis in the laboratory may be associated with the
consumption of organic solvents or
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FIGURE 1: Overview of green materials in microextraction techniques.

hazardous reagents, or may involve
several stages. For this reason, there
has been a growing effort in recent
years to use sorbent materials
obtained from natural sources (5).
These so-called “biosorbents” or
“biopolymers”, which also possess
an excellent extraction capacity
comparable to synthetic materials,
are sustainable and biodegradable,
and proceed from living organisms.
In this sense, different polysaccharides, such as cellulose, cotton,
chitin and its derivative chitosan,
and agarose, have been used as
natural sorbents in sorbent-based
microextraction approaches for the
determination of ions and organic
compounds in a variety of complex matrices (6). Along with the
growing concern for greener methods, other natural, biodegradable,
and renewable materials, such
as cork, pollen, or diatomaceous
earth, have also caught the interest
of researchers for use as extraction
phases that can replace synthetic
ones (7). In all of these cases, it is
possible to modify these natural
sorbents, or even combine them
with other nanomaterials from
those described above, to enhance
the selectivity of the extraction
and the reactivity of the material.
However, this combination causes
the greenness of the resulting material to decrease because of the use
of other reagents or solvents during
their preparation, and the necessity
of additional instrumentation and
energy consumption.

Solvent-Based
Microextraction Approaches
Solvent-based microextraction techniques were introduced in the mid1990s as a miniaturization of the classical
LLE. The extraction usually takes place
between an aqueous donor phase containing the analytes and an immiscible
organic solvent acting as the extraction phase. The small volume of extraction solvent used in these approaches,
typically only a few microliters, is one
of the advantages, but its nature also
must be considered to fulfill GAC
guidelines. Traditionally, conventional
organic solvents (toluene or 1-octanol),
and halogenated ones such as chloroform or dichloromethane, were among
the solvents first used in these early
applications. However, despite the
good results obtained from their use,
it is well known that these solvents have
a marked toxicity, and they are not
environmentally friendly.
In the past few years, researchers
have investigated alternative biodegradable, less toxic, and easy to prepare solvents (8). As a first alternative,
researchers explored ionic liquids,
such as negligible vapor pressure, tailorable properties, and non-flammability, because they were considered
in most of the solvent-based microextraction approaches as extraction
solvents. Nevertheless, ionic liquids
were not entirely compatible with
chromatographic systems, and their
synthesis includes toxic reagents,
and thus they cannot be considered
environmentally friendly. For that reason, other alternatives have emerged

for the last years. In this context, supramolecular solvents (SUPRAs) and deep
eutectic solvents (DESs) are among the
most relevant examples, as illustrated
in the increase of applications making use of these solvents in different
solvent-based microextraction modalities (9). SUPRAs can be synthesized in
situ and does not require additional
steps to be introduced in most analytical instruments, whereas DESs are
prepared by simply mixing low-toxicity
reagents and solvents, sometimes
coming from “natural” precursors.
However, their viscosity can prevent
their direct coupling with some analytical instrumentation, especially chromatographic measurements, without
carrying out a pre-dilution or backextraction. Thus, the search for ideal
green solvents featuring great extraction capability and harmless synthesis
and handling is still a key aspect that
researchers must continue to focus on.
Conclusions
Since the beginning of microextraction techniques, there has been
awareness of the materials used
as the extraction phase. Future
research will continue with the
development of new materials, and
the expansion of the application of
those already in use, always keeping
in mind the principles of GAC (Figure
1). In this sense, the toxicity and environmental impact of many of these
new materials still need to be evaluated to ensure compliance with the
GAC principles that currently govern the field of sample preparation.
● Continued on Page 26
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Innovations and Strategies of Sample
Preparation Techniques to Reduce
Matrix Effects During LC–MS/MS Bioanalysis
Maria Eugênia C. Queiroz and Israel D. Souza

Bioanalysis quantitatively measures xenobiotics and biotics in biological systems. In biological matrixes, the target analytes
coexist with much higher concentrations of exogenous and endogenous compounds (for example, metabolites of the target
analyte, proteins, or phospholipids) whose chemical structures resemble the structures of the analytes. Liquid chromatography–
tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) has become the technique of choice for bioanalysis. Ion suppression is a form of
matrix effect that impacts LC–MS techniques, regardless of the sensitivity or selectivity of the mass analyzer. In general,
improving sample preparation is the most effective way of circumventing ion suppression. This article describes innovations
and strategies of sample preparation techniques (protein precipitation, liquid-liquid extraction, or solid-phase extraction)
to reduce matrix effects during LC–MS/MS analyses.

B

ioanalysis quantitatively measures xenobiotics and biotics
in biological systems. In biological matrixes, the target analytes
coexist with much higher concentrations of exogenous and endogenous
compounds (for example, metabolites of the target analyte, proteins,
or phospholipids) whose chemical
structures resemble the structures of
the analytes.
Liquid chromatography–tandem
mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) has
become the reference technique for
bioanalysis because of its high sensitivity and selectivity. The presence of
endogenous compounds in biological samples can enhance or suppress
the target ion signal during LC–MS/
MS analysis, with ion suppression
being the most common matrix effect.
Phospholipids are the major cause of
ion suppression in regards to analysis of
samples extracted from biological tissues or plasma samples (1). Regarding
atmospheric pressure ionization techniques, atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) and electrospray
ionization (ESI) have been the most frequently employed during LC–MS/MS
analysis. ESI is the most susceptible to
ion suppression (2,3).

There are two established methods
to assess matrix effects—the qualitative post-column infusion method (4,5),
and the post-extraction spike method
(6), that can assess matrix effects
quantitatively (see Figure 1). Although
matrix effects cannot be completely
avoided during LC–MS analysis, they
can be compensated within an assay
by using an appropriate internal standard (IS). The IS will be subject to the
same degree of ion suppression or
enhancement as the target analyte.
If available, a stable isotope-labeled IS
(SIL-IS) is preferred, given that the SIL-IS
will have almost identical elution characteristics as their non-labeled counterpart, but they might be fallible (7).
Even though an SIL-IS may compensate for matrix effects, sensitivity
loss because of such effects may not
be overcome.
Apart from using an appropriate IS, LC and MS conditions can be
manipulated, and sample preparation
procedures can be optimized to eliminate matrix interferences. In general,
improving sample preparation is the
most effective way of circumventing ion suppression. Conventional
sample preparation techniques for
LC–MS analysis are protein precipi-

tation (PPT), liquid-liquid extraction
(LLE), or solid-phase extraction (SPE).
Protein Precipitation
Common protein precipitants include:
water-miscible organic solvents (efficiency order: acetonitrile > acetone
> ethanol > methanol); acids (trichloroacetic acid [TCA] [5–15% TCA] and
perchloric acid [PCA] [6% PCA]); metal
ions; and salts. Among these precipitants, water-miscible organic solvents
and acids are most often applied.
Acetonitrile, TCA, and zinc sulfate
are optimal at removing protein in
their categories (>96, 92, and 91%
protein precipitation efficiency at
a 2:1 ratio of precipitant to plasma,
respectively) (8).
An automated (high-throughput)
option is a 96-well protein precipitation filter plate (9).
The advantages of PPT are simplicity; minimal loss of sample; inexpensive reagents; applicability to a wide
range of analytes; and easy automation. Disadvantages of PPT include
inability to concentrate analytes; and
significant ion suppression, caused
mostly by phospholipids. After PPT,
an acetonitrile extract contained fewer
phospholipids (~50% in total) than a
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FIGURE 1: Post-column infusion chromatogram of anandamide (AEA) and
2-arachidonoyl glycerol (2-AG) for the column switching UHPLC–MS/MS method of
(a) ionization suppression of a blank plasma sample, and (b) AEA and 2-AG standard
solution at a concentration of 0.3 ng/mL for AEA and 0.12 ng/mL for 2-AG.
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FIGURE 2: Phospholipids matrix interference in different sample preparation
techniques. HybridSPE is the new zirconium-coated silica sorbent applied to
eliminate interference from phospholipids.

methanol extract (10). To decrease the
effect of phospholipids, the supernatant or filtrate solution (through
a 10,000-Da membrane within the
plate) should be diluted (40-fold)
with the mobile phase before PPT.
The dilution approach is effective,
easy to perform, and fast when it does
not affect the required sensitivity of
the method (10,11).
Recently, PPT plates that are packed
with materials (zirconium-coated silica)
that specifically retain phospholipids
have been developed (see Figure 2)
(12–14).
Liquid-Liquid Extraction (LLE)
LLE can be accomplished by using a
single immiscible organic solvent (for
example, n-hexane heptane, dichlo-

mize matrix effects. Initially, hydrophobic endogenous interferences
are usually extracted by highly nonpolar solvents (for example, hexane), while the analyte remains in the
sample matrix. After the hexane layer
is removed and discarded, the aqueous phase is further extracted by
using a moderately nonpolar solvent
(for example, methyl tert-butyl ether
or ethyl acetate) (16,17).
Salting-out assisted LLE (SALLE)
is an alternative type of LLE that has
been employed during LC–MS bioanalysis (18). Compared to conventional LLE, SALLE has broader application, and covers a range from low
to highly lipophilic molecules while
providing better analyte recovery.
One apparent drawback of SALLE is
the higher matrix effect as compared
to conventional LLE; this is because
SALLE extracts tend to contain more
endogenous compounds.
Restricted access–volatile supramolecular solvents (RAM–VOL–SUPRAS)
have been proposed as a new strategy
to remove protein and phospholipids
rapidly, and to extract analytes efficiently during LC–MS bioanalysis (19).

romethane, ethyl acetate, methyl tertbutyl ether, or diethyl ether) or solvent mixtures to improve the sample
preparation efficiency or to minimize
matrix effects. Generally, alcohols
(such as 1-propanol or 1-butanol)
or acetonitrile are added to relatively
nonpolar solvents.
The pH of the aqueous matrix
should be adjusted two pH units
higher than the pKa of a basic analyte,
or two pH units lower than the pKa of
an acidic analyte, so that 99% of the
analyte will be uncharged. The use of
an acidic or basic pH is highly recommended to prevent impurities, such as
phospholipids and cholesterol esters,
from being extracted (15).
Double LLE has been used to
improve assay selectivity, or to mini-

Solid-Phase Extraction
SPE, whether manual, automated, or
online with LC–MS systems, selectively preconcentrates (10–100-fold
enrichment) the target analytes or isolates the interfering biological matrix
components (for example, the hybrid
zirconia-silica phase with phospholipids). Selective stationary phases
can retain the target analytes on the
basis of ionic or hydrogen bonding, or
dipole–dipole, dipole–induced dipole,
or dispersion forces.
Different SPE polymeric phases
(mixed-mode cation exchange,
reversed-phase, and cation exchange)
have been evaluated to minimize the
effect of phospholipids from plasma
samples during LC–MS/MS analysis.
Polymeric mixed-mode strong cation
exchange combining reversed-phase
and ion exchange mechanisms have
yielded the best results (20).
Given the strong retention of phospholipids on reversed-phase sorbents,
the target analyte can be selectively
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eluted during SPE by using a partially
aqueous elution solvent (21).
The stationary phase selectivity can be enhanced by employing
immunosorbent and molecularly
imprinted polymer (MIP) via specific molecular recognition, which
reduces matrix effects. In this scenario, restricted-access materials
(RAM) by physical and chemical diffusion barriers prevent large interfering molecules such as proteins and
phospholipids from being retained
(22). Hybrid materials (23) are promising sorbents. RAM–MIPs perfectly
combine the advantages of RAM
and MIPs, improving the selectivity of target small molecules, while
the hydrophilic surface excludes
endogenous compounds of the
biological samples (24). Combining different platforms (for example, PPT/LLE [25], PPT/SPE [26],
PPT/SALLE [27], SPE/DLLME [28], or
LLE/SPE [29]) is useful to decrease
matrix effects.
Current Developments
and Future Trends

Recently, sample preparation techniques have been geared toward
miniaturization, development of
selective new sorbent materials, and
high-throughput performance with
online coupling to analytical instruments. A miniaturized system requires
a smaller amount of sample and
organic solvent, and an online system
condenses the sample preparation
steps (thereby reducing manual error
and improving accuracy for repeated
trials), while decreasing analysis time
and costs. In this context, online capillary solid-phase microextraction
(in-tube SPME) coupled to highperformance liquid chromatography
(HPLC) is worthy of mention (30,31).
Future perspectives include online
coupling of miniaturized sample
preparation techniques with miniaturized chromatographic devices
(such as capillary-LC and nanoLC).
This combination may result in more
cost-effective, sensitive, and sustainable methods that will significantly
impact pharmaceutical or clinical
analyses of biofluids (32).
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Including Simplicity and Sustainability
Concepts in Sample Preparation
Soledad Cárdenas Aranzana

Sample preparation is a common step in any analytical process. Therefore, analytical scientists are familiar with sample
preparation and are aware of its impact on the quality of the results. Although much effort is being devoted to
designing analytical processes that allow raw samples to be analyzed, many methodologies require the incorporation of
chromatographic separation steps. In these cases, sample preparation is unavoidable, if only for reasons arising from the
compatibility of the sample matrix with the instrumental requirements. The consideration of basic analytical properties
(sensitivity, selectivity, and precision) must be accompanied by other parameters, such as method transferability and
minimal environmental impact, to make sample preparation both simple and sustainable.

T

he past century has witnessed an evolution of
measurement proces ses
incorporating automation and
miniaturization. Simplification was
incorporated more recently and
has had a great impact on the
measurement processes developed in the first decades of the
21st century. However, many of
these approaches have not considered the complex synthesis
processes of the materials used
for isolating analytes. Indeed, the
inclusion of highly efficient materials in the preconcentration process means that the overall process is simpler, but this does not
necessarily mean that the steps
needed to prepare these sensitive
and selective tools are simple.
Along with these trends in measurement processes, a global
concern about the impact human
beings have on the environment
and the progressive deterioration
and contamination of environmental compartments has emerged.
Chemistry has not been unaffected
by this scrutiny, being in many
cases blamed for environmental
pollution. The principles of green
chemistry (1) and green analytical
chemistry (GAC) (2) have become
guides for developing new mea-

surement processes to reduce their
environmental impact. Using materials from renewable sources is
identified in both the green chemistry and GAC principles that highlight how chemistry can improve its
environmental friendliness.
The new strategies for sample
preparation must therefore be oriented to the design of analytical
processes that preferably consider
the simplification of the workflows
and the inclusion of novel extractant materials obtained after a sustainable synthetic route.
Making Sample
Preparation Simple
One of the negative connotations
of sample preparation is that it is
the main source of errors in any
analytical process. Precision is the
analytical property that is most
affected by sample preparation
because of all the errors that can
be made by the analyst when preparing the sample. As a result,
a lack of precision often contributes to greater dispersion in the
results. Because eliminating this
stage is practically impossible,
and even less so when it is followed
by a chromatographic separation
process, it is best to keep sample
preparation as simple as possible.

By focusing the discussion on
the isolation of analytes from the
sample matrix, the miniaturization of this step has rendered
the design of microextrac tion
units that allows for the development of novel extraction formats,
such as pipette-tips and in-tube
(or stirred) units. The design of
microextraction units also results
in better compatibility (integration) with instrumental techniques
(chromatography coupled to different detectors). Direct coupling
of the microextraction units with
instrumental techniques is also a
simplification of the analytical process. The level of errors associated
with these simplified approaches
is clearly lower than that associated with conventional procedures
because the number of steps
required is reduced. However, it is
also evident that success in applying these miniaturized approaches
relies on the enhanced performance of the sorptive phases.
The combination of conventional
polymeric phases with nanomaterials is also a clear trend. The resulting
material synergically combines the
extraction capacity of the polymer
with the specific characteristic of the
nanomaterial (hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds, magnetism).
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The possibilit y of obtaining
magnetic extractants is advantageous because they permit the
elimination of tedious steps, such
as filtration or centrifugation,
simplifying the whole analytical
process. These hybrid composite
materials can be prepared following a synthetic route that renders
a) core-shell magnetic nanoparticles covered by a layer of polymeric phase; b) polymer microparticles decorated with magnetic
nanoparticles; or c) a polymer
network with magnetic nanoparticles embedded, which gives
rise to composites that combine
nano and micrometric structures.
This last approach is much simpler
than the other two because the
composite is easily synthesized
by a solvent changeover, playing
with the different solubility of the
polymeric network in two liquid
phases. Following this approach,
our research group has prepared
magnetic polymer composed by
nylon-6 by dissolving it in formic
acid. Next, a dispersion on magnetic nanoparticles was added
and once homogenized, the dispersion was added with a syringe
to a beaker containing water.
This step resulted in the gelation
of the polymer around the magnetic nanoparticles because of
the insolubility of the nylon-6 in
the aqueous phase (3). In addition
to the simplicity of the synthesis,
the sorbent phase can be tailored
to the analytical problem that
needs to be solved. For example,
the nylon-6 was appropriate for
the isolation of PAHs from waters
whereas a polymeric network containing aromatic moieties can be
used to boost the extraction of
beta-blockers, propranolol and
carvediol, from urine samples (4).
Making Sample
Preparation Sustainable
Sample treatment is also responsible for the highest consumption
of organic solvents, reagents, and
auxiliar y energies. Consuming
these components in sample treat-
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ment is against GAC principles.
To complete the current scenario,
the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development also impacts the
guidelines for analytical research,
which needs to contemplate one
or more of the 17 sustainable
development goals (SDGs).
The sustainabilit y of sample
preparation can be attained by
using raw materials for the preparation of new extractant phases
(5). Cork, cotton, paper, or wood
can be used as raw materials or
with minimal modifications as sorbents. However, sometimes they
can be thermal (6) or chemically
(7) modified to provide the solid
with bet ter selec tivit y towards
the target analy tes. The additional advantage of these materials is that they converge with the
circular economy, contributing to
the GAC.
The use of paper is particularly
interesting. Its planar format differentiates it from their counterparts and permits its use in thin
film microextraction. Moreover,
paper can be easily adapted (cut
by means of scissors) to the geometry of the microextraction device.
The preparation of a paper-based
microextration unit can be as
simple as the deposition of a thin
layer of sorptive phase by dip
coating (8). For this purpose, the
polymeric phase is dissolved in a
volatile solvent. Next, the piece
of paper with the desired geometry is immersed in the solution.
The evaporation of the liquid phase
generates a polymeric thin film
over the paper surface. The thickness of this layer is determined by
the concentration of the polymer
in the solution and the number of
dips optimized in the procedure.
In cases of more than one dip,
it is recommended to change the
dipping direction of the paper
between immersions to favor the
homogeneous distribution of the
solid. Polystyrene recycled from
yogurt containers (to make the
method greener) can be used to
extract a hydrophobic drug (meth-

adone) from saliva samples (9).
However, other sorbent phases,
like carbon nanohorns (10), polymeric ionic liquids (11) or molecularly imprinted polymers (12),
can also be deposited over the
paper surface to isolate antidepressants or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs from urine or quinine
from soft drinks, respectively.
The versatility of paper in microextraction is huge in both composition of the sorbent phases and
applicability. A recent approach
developed by our research group
is a magnetic paper, which synergically combines the sorption
capacity of a polyamide with the
magnetic behavior of magnetic
nanoparticles (13). The paper is
immersed in a dispersion of magnetic nanoparticles prepared in
a nylon-6 formic acid solution.
A step forward of this application is that the magnetic paper
can be easily integrated into
a drill-based sampler that can
be used for in situ sampling of
environmental water samples.
The portability of the device and
the simplification of the sample
deliver y to the laborator y are
among its main favorable features.
It has been successfully applied
to the isolation of four parabens
and triclosan from swimming pool
water samples. The excellent sensitivity achieved can be explained
not only by the affinity of the
analytes to the polymeric phase
(nylon), but also to the stirring of the
sample during the sampling step,
which improves the extrac tion
efficiency minimizing the diffusion
boundary layer.
Final Remarks
The selected examples described
in this article highlight the relevance of simplicity and sustainability in the development of new
sample preparation procedures.
The benefits they provide include
its commitment to green principles and SDG. Analytical chemists
are aware of the clear contribution of microextraction techniques
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to d e v e l o p e nv i r o n m e n t a l l y
friendly analy tic al proces ses.
The simplicit y of the synthetic
routes of sorbent phases, and
the use of renewable material,
both as extraction media or support for them, are no doubt key
trends. The approaches briefly
described here are fully compatible with chromatographic
separations. Using highly selective detec tors, such as tandem
mass spec trometers, no doubt
increases the analy tical properties of the methodologies, which
cannot be forgotten if high-quality information is to be delivered.
Finally, the simplification inherent to the new microextrac tion
format s clearly contributes to
the expansion of the proposals.
The easier the workflow, the faster
its transference. We should work
to facilitate the update of of ficial or standard methods where
robustness is one of the best
valued features.
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● Continued from Page 20
In any case, given the promising results
provided by these greener sorbents
and solvents compared to the traditional ones, and the growing research
into their synthesis, it is expected that
the number of methodologies using
such materials will increase over the
next years, resulting in advances in
sample preparation.
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Microbial Metabolomics Based on GC
Analysis as the New Avenue in Understanding
the Complex Systems of Microorganisms:
Current Challenges on Sample Preparation
Sílvia M. Rocha

Microbial metabolomics includes a set of analytical tools that have been gaining enormous relevance because
of the amount of data generated and the information that has been made available. Because of the wide coverage
of microbial metabolomics, increased focus has emerged regarding sample preparation of microbial metabolomics
before chromatographic analysis. One challenging issue on constructing microbial metabolomics workflows and several
case-studies were used to illustrate the main challenges and new achievements in this field of study.

M

icroorganisms are found
everywhere in the environment and play an
important role in various processes. Pathogenic microorganisms can cause diseases in hosts
during interactions or provoke
damage and off-flavors in a wide
variety of foods (1). The virulence
factors aggravate the defense
mechanisms of the host to establish infections, and the nature and
type of virulence factors determine
the pathogenicity of microorganisms. For instance, Staphylococcal
food poisoning is a disease that
results in significant health and
economic losses and is caused by
Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus)
strains, which are able to produce enterotoxins. Recent studies
revealed that S. aureus enterotoxic
and non-enterotoxic strains may
be distinguished based on their
volatile metabolites’ profiles (1).
Otherwise, microorganisms can
therefore be seen as suppliers
of so-called ecosystem services,
which are fundamental to the environment, human life, and industrial activities (2–5). By studying
the complete set of metabolites
within a microorganism and moni-

toring the global outcome of interactions between its development
processes and the environment,
it might be possible to provide
a more accurate snapshot of the
physiological state of the cell and
the phenomena that modulate its
metabolic pathways (6).
Microbial metabolomics is a
comprehensive analysis of metabolites within a microorganism
that may help to better understand complex biological systems
and supports a new approach in
microbial research. The microorganisms produce a wide range
of metabolic products, which are
the final products of biochemical
processes and a result of environmental and genetic interactions, such as volatile metabolites,
that can be used as unique volatile metabolic fingerprints of each
species, and possibly of strains.
Metabolomic profiling may provide additional information about
the processes affected by specific microorganisms or microbiota
alterations. Metabolomic profiling may also provide information
about how the environment affects
organisms that are susceptible
to environmental changes and

stress conditions. This data is particularly relevant because it takes
into account the current climatic
changes and the drought-related
hydric stress (3). Also, because
microbial communities represent
huge complex systems, a global
approach is necessary to understand the formation of consortia,
communication between members, and functional interaction in a
dynamic setting (6–9).
In recent years, there has been
much progress in studying the
metabolomics of several species
of microorganisms, essentially taking advantage of using advanced
equipment and highly efficient
extraction techniques. To extract
as much information as possible,
a workflow should be defined to
construct a microbial metabolome
signature, as shown in Figure 1.
A microbial metabolomics pipeline includes the sample preparation and the instrumental analysis
steps, and a wide set of techniques
that may be used to map the
metabolome as completely as
possible. For targeted and untargeted analysis of small volatile
metabolites, gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS)
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Sample culture
Cells collection from
solid medium using
a liquid phase

CFU quantification
(colony-forming units)

Centrifugation

Sample
preparation

Cell separation and
quenching
(acid, alkali, hot water, hot,
ethanol, fast filtration, cold
glycerol saline, cold
methanol)

Filtration

Cell lysis
collection of intracellular
fraction

Extracellular
Exometabolome
(footprinting)

Intracellular
Endometabolome
(fingerprinting)

Metabolites extraction
(SPME, LLE, others)

Instrumental
analysis

GC analysis

Derivatization
+
GC analysis

Data processing and
interpretation

HPLC/LC-MS analysis
NMR analysis
CE analysis

Metabolome
volatile fraction

Other techniques

Constructing a metabolomics pipeline

FIGURE 1: Schematics showing a workflow that may be used for the construction of
a microbial metabolomics platform, including the sample preparation step and the
instrumental analysis component, in which gas chromatography is highlighted for targeted
and untargeted analysis of volatile metabolites. Also, data processing and interpretation
should be considered to have a complete metabolomics pipeline.

2nd Dimension (s)

(a)

(b)

(c)

1st Dimension (s)
FIGURE 2: GC×GC total ion chromatogram contour plots of three culture media:
(a) synthetic defined (SD) medium is based upon a yeast nitrogen base without amino acids
supplemented with amino acids 0.67% m/v and glucose 2% m/v; (b) synthetic complete (SC)
medium is based upon a yeast nitrogen base supplemented by a mixture of amino acids
and vitamins; and (c) volatile organic compound (VOC) screening medium (yeast extract
1% m/v, diammonium phosphate ((NH4)2HPO4) 1% m/v, and glucose 2% m/v).

has been the most popular technique. However, comprehensive
two-dimensional gas chromatography (GCxGC) has emerged as a

technique with high potential for
constructing a more detailed picture of the microbial metabolome
(1–5,7,10).

GC×GC advantages are based
on the principle of the orthogonality mechanism that separates the
constituents of the sample within a
single analysis based on using two
GC columns coated with different
stationary phases. The interface
samples small portions of the first
dimension (1D) eluate, in general,
by cryofocusing, and re-injects
them into the second column (2D).
Each 1D peak is modulated several
times, largely preserving the 1D
separation (11). Thus, compounds
that are co-eluted from 1D undergo
additional separation on 2D, and
sensitivity and limits of detection
are improved because they focus
on the peak in the modulator and
separate analytes from their chemical background. Also, the combination of the GC×GC instrument
and a mass spectrometer with
time-of-flight (ToF) analyzer allows
the detection and quantification of
analytes in picograms (pg), which is
in line with the microbial metabolomics sensitivity requirements.
The narrow peaks produced by
GC×GC (peak width at half height
of 0.1 s or less) require a detector
with high data acquisition speed
(hundred full-mass-range spectra
per second), such as ToF-MS, thus
providing sufficient data density.
Moreover, ToF-MS allows the acquisition of full mass spectra at trace
levels and mass spectral continuity,
providing a reliable spectra deconvolution of overlapping peaks (10,11).
In constructing the microbial
metabolome workflow, there are
still several challenges to overcome, namely in the sample preparation stage. These challenges
are related to a) microbial culturing in representative conditions;
b) metabolic quenching approaches
since strict control of the quenching procedure that arrests the
cellular metabolism and enzymatic reactions should be done
to reduce data variability; c) cell
lysis approaches, depending on if
the study is focused on the extracellular or intracellular metabolites, or both; and d) the extrac-
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FIGURE 3: (a) GC×GC–ToF-MS total ion chromatogram contour plot of the Staphylococcus aureus ATCC 6538 culture headspace volatile
components. Volatiles chemical families used for statistical analysis are represented by the lines and clusters. The increase in volatility (low
1t ) is related to the decrease in the number of carbons through the first dimension. On the other hand, an increase in the 2t correlates
R
R
to an increase in polarity through the second dimension. (b) Hierarchical clustered heatmap visualization of the volatiles with variable
importance in projection (VIP) values higher than 1.5 from the three strains of Staphylococcus aureus cultures headspace volatiles and
organized by chemical families. The chromatographic area of each metabolite was normalized by CFU/mL followed by autoscaling. Each
line corresponds to one metabolite and each column corresponds to each independent assay. (c) Metabolic pathways related with the VIP
volatiles and their relative content in three strains of Stapylococcus aureus under study: S1 - ATCC 6538; S2 - 2153 MA; and S3 - 2065 MA.
The relative content of the metabolite is illustrated on a red (high) to blue (low) chromatic scale. Adapted from reference (1).

tion methodology that allows
the determination of metabolites in representative conditions,
and avoids the formation of artifacts
or damage of metabolites since
the amount of metabolites is very
small. These challenges, alongside
the technical difficulties to identify and quantify trace metabolites
within complex matrices and the
inherent problems related to data
processing, are partially responsible for the paucity of information
on the full volatile metabolome
of common microbial pathogens or species with important
biotechnological applications.
The definition of conditions for
the culture of microorganisms
is one of the first steps considered, where the selection of the
medium is particularly important.

Despite providing the appropriate
nutrients into the culture medium,
it is also necessary to attend the
biophysical requirements during
microorganism growth, such as
oxygen levels, temperature, and
the growth time. On the other
hand, the volatile composition
of the media must be minimal to
avoid overlapping and interference
with the metabolites produced by
the microorganisms. Figure 2 illustrates the GC×GC total ion chromatogram contour plots of three
culture media commonly used,
which clearly shows the differences
between the media regarding their
volatile profiles, which is related to
the composition of each medium
as well as compounds that can be
formed in the initial stage of sterilization. The volatile organic com-

pounds (VOCs) screening medium
exhibits a higher complexity of volatile composition compared with
the others, which may be explained
by the presence of the yeast
extract (1% m/v). Thus, to confirm
the origin of all detected analytes
from microorganism cultures,
excluding the medium effect, it is
recommended to determine the
amount of the analytes in the cultures and respective medium used
as background control, analyzing
both under the same conditions.
To see if the VOCs do not exhibit
significant differences between
medium used as background control and microbes’ cultures, statistical significance should be verified
by variance analysis. In general,
the analytes not detected in the
control medium or determined in
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the medium in levels at least three
standard deviations lower than in
the microbe’s culture for similar
conditions, may be attributed as
having their origin associated with
the microbe’s metabolism (10).
For instance, S. aureus strains were
cultured in nonbuffered brain heart
infusion (BHI) broth, and the analysis of variance tests indicated that
75 VOCs (most of them belonging
to the chemical families of pyrroles,
pyridines, furan-like compounds,
pyrazines, Strecker aldehydes,
and thiazoles) should not be considered as a microbe’s metabolites,
and most of them are considered
likely Maillard reaction products (1).
The methodology based on
headspace solid-phase microextraction (HS-SPME)–GC×GC–ToFMS provides novel data on the S.
aureus volatile exometabolome
(Figures 3a and 3b), showing higher
complexity (240 volatiles) than
previously reported (1). For untargeted profiling, the divinylbenzene/
carboxen/poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(DVB/CAR/PDMS) sorbent coating
was selected as it is recommended
for the extraction of a wide range
of chemical species. This sorbent
coating is produced using three
different polymers, which gives it a
synergistic effect between adsorption and absorption. This mutually synergetic effect promotes
a higher retention capacity and,
consequently, a higher sensitivity, which is very convenient to indepth analyze complex samples
such as the metabolites released by
microorganisms. The metabolites
released from S. aureus strains were
mainly by-products of branchedchain amino acids and methionine
degradation, pyruvate metabolism, diacetyl pathway, oxidative
stress, and carotenoid cleavage
(Figure 3c). The HS-SPME/GC×GCToFMS tandem with clustering
analysis unveiled that the metabolites released by the first two pathways were produced in higher contents by the enterotoxic strains,
which distinguished strains of
S. aureus by the number of pro-

duced enterotoxins (1). This information is especially important from
the food safety point of view.
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Concluding Remarks
Despite the enormous interest in knowing the metabolome
of microorganisms, information
about subject, even for the most
common species, is still scarce or
unknown. The advances observed
in recent years have essentially
taken advantage of using sophisticated equipment such as GC×GC–
ToF-MS instrumentation. Sample
preparation is a multistep phase
that continues to present many
challenges, but the use of SPME
is a more environmentally friendly
alternative because it does not
use solvents and is a simple and
user-friendly technique. In addition, SPME allows the mapping
of metabolites present in headspace, which have a central role in
several biological phenomena of
communication between species
of microorganisms and microorganism-plants. The challenges
related to data processing and
interpretation, especially the difficulty to implement a computerized combined analysis of instrumental signals and metabolic
pathway data bases (when available), are also noteworthy. Currently, methodologies for in situ
analysis, such as for human biofluids, food, or numerous biotechnology applications, represent
huge challenges in the field of
microbial metabolomics. In these
cases, the simultaneous presence
of several species of microorganisms raises additional questions
that can only be overcome with
the use of equipment and sample
preparation strategies of high
efficiency, sensitivity, or specificity, as those previously reported.
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